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Introduction
This site tour tells you that you are looking at the Official Site for adult film star Jenna Haze.
Unfortunately the members area does not offer exclusive content from Jenna herself.

Adult Review
Jenna Haze is a top shelf talent with a very large crowd of fans. She performs in adult films, as a feature dancer at many
gentleman's clubs and now has her own official website as well.
  
  The site members area updates about once per week and so far it has a total of 30+ video updates filmed in a vibrant DvD
quality 720x480 format that are licensed from her past films and it holds 684 pictures as 800x600 resolution that were taken
at the same time some of the videos were made.
  
  While the site tour makes you think Jenna is directly involved in this site and becoming a member will bring you some of
her personal attention, the total of her interaction that we could find were three Blog style entries each a month apart.
  
  On the positive side of things, the videos are offered in streaming and downloadable formats. They are even formatted for
Ipod and PSP portable downloads for perverts-on-the-go! The site also includes a huge collection of bonus sites and 1,000s of
hours of video on their PremiumPass network which are well worth having... but that doesn't do much to make this site more
satisfying for fans of Jenna Haze.
  
  To put things in perspective, the bonus site shows 24 videos starring Jenna Haze and that is almost as many movies with
Jenna in them as her official site has in its own archives!

Porn Summary
For this site to be what our Tastebuds were hoping for it would have to include a lot of exclusive content. Original Jenna
movies, never before seen photos, frequent diary entries, direct interaction with the star and so on. As it is, this site is little
more than a bonus ad-on for the PremiumPass site network.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'The included network offers almost as much Jenna Haze as her Official Site does!'
Quality: 86  Updates: 81 Exclusive: 78 Interface: 84
Support: 84 Unique: 78    Taste: 60        Final: 75

Porn Sites Included
Gina Lynn (86) 

Porn Niches
Blondes, PornStars, Solo, Straight

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: -1
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